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ABSTRACT

DEVELOPMENT OF ANXIETY-LIKE BEHAVIOR IN THE RAT
Shealyn G. Holt, M.A.
George Mason University, 2011
Thesis Director: Dr. Robert F. Smith

Age has been shown as one variable that influences anxiety-like behavior in both human
and animal models. Adolescence is a time of major brain growth and development, which
underscores the importance of investigating emotional development during this time
period. While little research has examined behavioral development during adolescence in
animal models, there are data suggesting that anxiety and susceptibility to drug effects are
related. The present study investigates the effect of age on anxiety-like behavior in rats,
specifically examining seven time periods throughout the course of adolescence into
adulthood, with analysis on four separate age groups in early adolescence, midadolescence, late adolescence, and adulthood. The results indicated that anxiety-like
behavior is a function of age, with early adolescent and adult animals exhibiting higher
levels of anxiety than that of their mid-adolescent and late-adolescent counterparts. More
specifically, animals in the p28-p32 age cohort, when compared with the p36-p40 and
p44-p48 age cohort, exhibited increased anxiety levels in total distance traveled in the

open-field apparatus, percentage of time spent on the open arms of the elevated plus
maze, as well as the percentage of entries into the open arms of the elevated plus maze.
The results of this study may have important implications for future studies due to the
fact that the development of neurobiological systems and emotions continue throughout
adolescence and into adulthood, and the development of these systems may help
understand future drug use and addiction models.

INTRODUCTION

Age has been shown as one variable that influences anxiety, depression, and
addiction in both human and animal models. The fact that adolescence, in particular, is a
time of major brain growth and development makes it important to investigate emotional
development and its implications for drug use and addiction during this life stage. Late
childhood and early adolescence has been marked as a time period in which
experimentation with drugs begin (Brown & Tapert 2004; Johnston, O’Malley, Bachman,
& Schulenberg, 2005; Smith & Morrell, 2007; Spear 2000; Turner, Mermelstein, & Flay
2004), and mental health disorders, such as anxiety, begin to surface (Smith & Morrell
2007). Spear has documented that the neurobiological systems are still undergoing major
changes during the period of adolescence and may be affected by the use of
pharmacological drugs (Dahl & Spear, 2004). Further literature has documented that
adolescent intake of drugs may alter the development of the central nervous system to the
point where adult functioning may be modified due to adolescent drug exposure (Smith,
2003).
The time period of adolescence is marked by a series of transitions into adulthood,
with multiple physiological changes taking place. Therefore, it is difficult to characterize
a single event that marks the beginning and end of adolescence, particularly with the
limited amount of animal adolescent research (Spear, 2000). Due to the inability to
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absolutely define the constraints of adolescence, animal research has loosely defined the
time period into a conservative age range of postnatal days p28-p42 (Spear, 2000).
During this time frame there is a developmental peak in the N-methyl-D-asparate
(NMDA) receptor binding, rats emerge from their protected nests in the wild, and the
vaginal opening in females and maturing spermatids in males are seen (Spear, 2000).
Further animal research indentifies adolescence as a series of time periods falling into the
following categories: early adolescence, p27-p30; late adolescence, p38-p41, and adult
p90-p99 (Belluzzi, Lee, Oliff, & Leslie, 2004). During this period, the hypothalamic
pituitary adrenal axis (HPA) is also undergoing maturational changes (Anderson, 2003;
Lynn & Brown, 2010; Romeo, 2005). These developmental changes alter the hormone
levels in both the gonadal and adrenal glands, potentially increasing the likelihood that
adolescents may develop an anxiety disorder (Anderson, 2003; Lynn & Brown, 2010;
Romeo, 2005).
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Recent studies have begun looking at the important correlation between anxiety
and depressive disorders and their links with addiction, withdrawal, and relapse
(Weinberger, Desai, & McKee, 2010). It has been well documented that individuals with
a current mood disorder or anxiety disorder are more likely to report withdrawal
symptoms than those without current mood disorders (Weinberger et al., 2010). Anxiety
and depressive disorders have also been associated with an increased likelihood of
withdrawal-related discomfort and relapse (Weinberger et al., 2010). Depression and
anxiety symptoms have significant effects on addiction behavior, as seen in alcohol and
nicotine studies. Heavy drinkers with co-occurring depressive and anxiety symptoms
exhibit increased alcohol use in greater quantities and demonstrate a greater vulnerability
to relapse than those individuals without co-occurring depressive and anxiety symptoms
(Buckner, Timpano, Zvolensky, Sachs-Ericsson, & Schmidt, 2008; Feldstein Ewisng,
Filbey, Chandler, & Hutchinson, 2010; Grotheus, Bischof, Reinhardt, Meyer, John, &
Rumpf, 2008; Kushner,Abrams, Thuras, Hanson, Brekke, & Sletten, 2005).
In response to clinical research conducted on human participants, depressive and
anxiety symptoms have also been investigated in laboratory animal studies of alcohol
cue-elicited craving (Breese et al., 2005; Chiang, Schuetz, & Soyka, 2005; Cooney, Litt,
Morse, Bauer, & Gaupp, 1997; Feldstein Ewing et al., 2010; Fox, Berquist, Hong, &
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Sinha, 2007; Litt, Cooney, & Morse, 2000; Sinha, 2007; Sinha, Fox, Hong, Berquist,
Bhagwagar, & Siedlarz, 2008). In laboratory studies of cue reactivity, a participant is
exposed to drug-related paraphernalia, such as cigarettes or alcohol, as well as neutral
cues, such as rulers or notebooks. Following the presentation of the stimulus,
physiological reactions, drug-use behaviors, and self-reports are analyzed. While there is
some debate about the strength of the relationship between cue reactivity associated with
relapse, the majority of studies have exhibited a compelling relationship between craving,
depressive symptoms, and anxiety symptoms among heavy drinkers (Breese et al., 2005;
Chaing et al., 2005; Cooney et al., 1997; Feldstein Ewing et al., 2010; Fox et al., 2007;
Litt et al., 2000; Sinha, 2007; Sinha et al., 2008).
While there is a clear relationship between anxiety and addiction, developmental
age as a variable has been well-studied only for reactions to addictive drugs. Conditioned
place preference studies are commonly used to evaluate the addiction potential of certain
drugs. Within a laboratory setting, animals are presented with a positive stimulus, such as
nicotine, along with distinct environments with different visual cues, such as light versus
dark. When the animal is tested again in a normal state, the amount of time spent in the
light or dark environment, paired with the positive stimulus is evaluated. Increased
amounts of time in environments associated with the positive stimulus are associated with
the drug reward. Conditioned place preference studies conducted with nicotine as the
positive stimulus have shown that a single nicotine injection induced a significant place
preference in adolescent rats when compared with late adolescent and adult rodent
counterparts (Belluzzi et al., 2004). Further research conducted in conditioned place
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preference apparatus models showed that adolescent animals (p28) who were pretreated
with a single injection of .5 mg/kg of nicotine, showed lasting tolerance (one month later)
to the effects the injection at .5mg/kg while the adults showed tolerance to the .1mg/kg
dose ((Brielmaier, McDonald, & Smith, 2007), suggesting that age and drug
susceptibility are related.
Additional research has provided supporting evidence that there are age-related
differences to nicotine sensitization in adolescent and adult models. Between-group
comparison evaluates separate samples of participants placed within the same treatment
conditions. When this research design is implemented in animal drug studies, it reveals
that, following acute nicotine exposure, adolescent animals spend increased time in the
arms of the elevated plus maze. However, under the same conditions, their adult
counterparts spend less time in the arms of the elevated plus maze (Elliot, Faraday,
Phillips, & Grunberg, 2004; Kupferschmidt, Funk, Erb, & Le, 2010). Increased time
spent within the open arms of the elevated plus maze suggests decreased levels of anxiety
and increased positive reward in the affected group. This furthers the argument that
adolescence is a susceptible time period for the effects of drug experimentation.
Exploratory behavior is one measure of anxiety-like behavior in animal models
commonly used for testing the effects of anxiolytics, drugs typically used to reduce or
prevent anxiety attacks in adult humans (Blokland & Raaijmakers, 1993; Boguszewski &
Zagrodzka, 2002; Li, Watanabe, Fujisawa, & Shibuya, 1995; Miyagawa, Hasegawa,
Fukuta, Amano, Yamada, & Nabeshima, 1998). It has been found that there are agedependent changes in emotional reactivity when animals are exposed to the open field
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and hole box tests (Boguszewski & Zagrodzka, 2002; Blokland & Raaijmakers, 1993; Li
et al., 1995; Miyagawa et al., 1998); specifically, there are increased levels of anxiety in
both adult mice (Boguszewski & Zagrodzka, 2002; Lamberty & Gower, 1993) and rats
(Boguszewski & Zagrodzka, 2002; Frussa-Filho, Otoboni, Giannotti, Amaral, &
Concericao, 1992).While research has taken an in-depth look at the effects of anxiolytics
in adult animals, few studies have looked at baseline anxiety levels of animals, beginning
in adolescence and leading into adulthood (Smith & Morrell, 2007; Spear, 2000).
The elevated plus maze is one of the most commonly used models of animal
anxiety, specifically in pharmacological experiments. The apparatus consists of a plusshaped shelf with two open and two enclosed arms, each with an open roof and raised
from the floor. The plus maze task is based on the theory that rodents harbor a natural
aversion to open space with a conflicting drive to explore a novel environment. Aversion
to the environment leads to confining movement within the enclosed arms, while anxiety
reduction is indicated by increased time spent in the open arms. Both forced and
voluntary movement into the open arms of the elevated plus maze are correlated with
elevated plasma corticosterone levels, increased freezing, and production of fecal boli
(Hogg, 1996; Pellow, Chopin, File, & Briley, 1985), and are representative of increased
anxiety-like behavior in the animal (Hogg, 1996). While some studies have found
increased anxiety-like behavior in adult rats (Frussa-Filho et al., 1992), these findings are
inconsistent across current research.
There have also been conflicting findings on the concept of age-related motor
decline. While some studies suggest there is, in fact, a decline in motor movement (Gage,
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Dunnett, & Bjorkland, 1984; Ingram, London, & Goodrick, 1981; Lamberty & Gower,
1993), others disagree with this notion, indicating that no such motor decline is present
with increasing age (Hofecker, Kment, Niedermuller, & Said, 1974; Janicke, Schulze, &
Coper, 1983; Marshall, 1982). Research conducted by Boguszewski and Zagrodzka
(2002) using the elevated plus maze and open field behavior modules has shown that
anxiety and motor activity are independent from each other in both young and old age
groups, showing that anxiety-like behavior present in older rats is not the result of a
decreased level of motor activity.
Development of neurobiological systems and emotions continues throughout
adolescence and into adulthood. This can affect risk-taking behaviors and decisionmaking during this time period, which can lead to drug experimentation. It is important to
continue research on the development of anxiety in order to understand how emotional
dynamics can provide insight into the development of addiction. While there is a
difference between adults and adolescents in neurobiological and emotional development,
it is still unknown to what degree these mechanisms play a role in drug addiction. Further
information is needed about the development and cycle of anxiety throughout
adolescence and into adulthood to further understand the effects on drug addiction,
withdrawal, and relapse. Through investigation of baselines of anxiety-like behavior
through adolescence into adulthood, it will be possible to provide insight into how
emotional development and anxiety correspond with drug addiction at different ages
throughout this time period. Specific age ranges that are especially vulnerable to drug
addiction during emotional development will also be examined.
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The present experiment investigated age-related changes in anxiety-like behavior
in a rat population, using separate cohorts of animals to specifically examine seven time
periods throughout the course of adolescence into adulthood. The age cohorts were then
grouped to represent early adolescence, mid-adolescence, late adolescence, and
adulthood. This experiment was conducted through the use of the elevated plus maze and
open field apparatus models. The elevated plus maze examined the time spent in the open
arms of the elevated plus maze, number of entries into the open arms of the maze as a
function of age, and latency to enter the open arms of the apparatus as a function of
anxiety. The total distance of open-field locomotor activity was also measured as an
index of anxiety-like behavior. These data provide preliminary evidence for the role of
age-related changes in emotional processing that may reduce the rates of substance abuse,
dependence and withdraw.
Behavioral models of anxiety of four separate groups of animals at different age
cohorts were analyzed and compared on multiple measures. It was hypothesized that
there would be age-specific differences in anxiety levels between groups throughout the
adolescent and adult time period. Specifically, it was hypothesized that the age groups
corresponding with mid-adolescence would have decreased levels of anxiety-like
behavior when compared with pre-adolescent and adult groups. It was also hypothesized
that these data will correlate with existing nicotine conditioned place preference and
addiction data, showing that those animals in the mid-adolescent time frame form
stronger preferences to nicotine than that of their adult counterparts. The results of these
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hypotheses will examine the notion that adolescence is a vulnerable time period for the
development of anxiety-like behavior and possible drug experimentation and addiction.
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METHODS

Participants
Eighty (N = 80) male Sprague-Dawley rats were obtained from Harlan/SpragueDawley. The colony’s temperature and humidity were monitored with an average of ~70
degrees, and ~40% humidity. The rats in the colony were maintained on a 12-hour
light/dark cycle (0700-1900hrs) with access to food (Harlan-teklab #7012) and water ad
libitum. All rats were group housed in plastic cages (approximately four animals per
cage). Rats were housed according to assigned participation to one of the following age
cohorts p28, p32, p36, p40, p44, p48, or p80 and were not handled except during cleaning
and feeding procedures. Different groups of animals were used in each age category and
were assigned as follows: early adolescence (p28, p32) = 20 males; mid adolescence
(p36-p40) = 30 males; late adolescence (p44,p48) = 20 males; adulthood (p80)= 10
males. All treatment and housing procedures followed federal animal care and use
guidelines in accordance with George Mason University guidelines and National Institute of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals

Apparatus
After a one-week adjustment period (at post-natal p28 for the first group of
animals), the first cohort of animals was tested in both the open field apparatus and the
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elevated plus maze apparatus. The rats were tested first in the open field chamber and
then in the elevated plus maze to assess the levels of anxiety present. Subsequent cohorts
of different animals at each age group were tested at p32, p36, p40, p44, p48, and p80.
The open field test consisted of a novel large area containing an aversive central area.
The elevated plus maze is based on the conflict that rodents have between the drive to
explore new environments while simultaneously fearing elevated open areas.

Open Field Apparatus
The open field apparatus consisted of a large arena made of wood, covered with
white laminate, and surrounded by white walls that are 40 cm high. The floor of 100 cm
× 100 cm was divided by black lines into 25 squares of 20 cm × 20 cm. The illumination
in the test room was controlled to provide seven lux inside the apparatus. Each rat was
placed in the center of the open field, and its behavior was registered for 15 minutes, with
four rats tested at a time. Total distance traveled within the open field was observed as
the dependant variable. After 15 minutes of testing, the animals were replaced in their
home cage in the testing room until open field testing was complete. After termination of
each testing session, the apparatus was cleaned with a water and alcohol solution. At the
culmination of testing, rats were returned to their colony for 45 minutes until the session
of elevated plus maze testing began. Testing in separate age cohorts occurred at p28, p32,
p36, p40, p44, p48, and p80.
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Elevated Plus Maze
The elevated plus maze was made of wood covered with black laminate and
consisted of a plus-shaped platform elevated 52 cm from the floor. Two opposite arms
(50 cm × 10 cm) were enclosed by 40 cm high walls, whereas the other two arms had no
walls, only a surrounding ledge (1mm thick and 5mm high) to keep rats from falling off
the arms. The four arms had at their intersection a central platform (10 cm×13.5 cm),
which provided access to any of the four arms. The illumination at the ends of the open
arms was between two to three lux. At the beginning of each test, the rat was placed in
the central platform facing an alternating open arm. Behaviors were monitored for five
minutes via a video camera mounted above the apparatus and watched on a TV screen by
an experimenter located in the adjacent room. The dependant variables observed were:
the number of entries and the time spent (with all four paws) in each type of arm; the
latency to enter the open arms; and the total number of arm entries. The apparatus was
cleaned after each individual testing session with the same water and alcohol solution
used in the open field testing apparatus.

Figure 1: Elevated Plus Maze (Walf & Frye, 2007).
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Viewpoint Tracking
Viewpoint automated tracking system was used to monitor, track, and quantify
locomotor activity. The viewpoint system detected the contrast between the animal and
the background of the testing chamber. Once the animal was located by the system, the
viewpoint console quantified the animal’s axial or retrograde locomotor activity. The
viewpoint console was used to calculate total distance traveled in centimeters by each
animal within the open field apparatus. Viewpoint also provided digital video files that
were scored for elevated plus maze behavior.

Statistical Analyses
One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) between groups was conducted on four
separate age groups in early adolescence, mid-adolescence, late adolescence, and
adulthood (p28-p32, p36-p40, p44-p48, and p80) was used to determine the significance
of anxiety in adolescence compared with adulthood. The ANOVA was designed with
independent variables set as follows; age of the animal (p28-p32, p36-p40, p44-p48, and
p80). The dependent variable (DV) was set as the distance traveled in centimeters in open
field (DISTANCE), percent entry into open arms (PERCENT ENTRY), the latency to
enter the open arms (LATENCY TO ENTER), and the percent time spent in the open
arms (PERCENT TIME).
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RESULTS

Open Field Apparatus
Total distance traveled. There was a significant main effect of age (F1,3=4.23,
p=.008) (See Figure 1). Specifically, a Tukey HSD post hoc analysis indicates that there
was a significant difference between the animals in the p44-p48 age cohort and animals
in the age cohort p28-p32 (F1,3=4.23, p=.004). The results show total distance traveled in
the open field apparatus gradually increasing until reaching the peak activity level at p44p48 and sharply decreasing at the p80 age cohort. This suggests that rats in the p44-p48
age cohort showed increased locomotion overall corresponding with decreased anxiety,
more specifically when compared to the animals in the age cohort p28-p32.

Figure 2: Total distance traveled in the open field apparatus.
14

Elevated Plus Maze
Percentage of time on open arms. There was a significant main effect of age on
the percentage of time spent in the open arms of the elevated plus maze, (F1,3=6.36,
p=.001) (See Figure 2). Tukey HSD post hoc analysis indicates that the p28-p32 cohort is
significantly different from the p36-p40 cohort (F1,3=6.36, p=.002) as well as from the
p44-p48 cohort (F1,3=6.36, p=.002). These results suggest that the percentage of time
spent in the open arms is a function of age, with increased anxiety-like behavior in the
early adolescent age cohort (p28-p32).

Figure 3: Percent time spent in the open arms of the elevated plus maze.

Percentage of open arm entries. There was a significant main effect of age on
the percentage of entries into the open arms of the elevated plus maze, (F1,3=4.45,
p=.006) (See Figure 3) . Tukey HSD pos hoc analysis indicates that the p28-p32 cohort is
significantly different from the p36-p40 cohort (F1,3=4.45, p=.05) as well as from the
p44-p48 cohort (F1,3=4.45, p=.021). These results suggest that the percentage of entries
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into the open arms is a function of age, with increased anxiety-like behavior in the early
adolescent age cohort.

Figure 4: Percent entry into open arms of the elevated plus maze.

Latency to enter the open arms. There was a significant main effect of age on
the animals latency to enter the open arms of the elevated plus maze (F1,3=2.89, p=.040).
While specific age cohorts did not reach significance when compared with each other,
those animals in the p28-32 cohort and the p80 cohort exhibit an increased latency to
enter the open arms of the elevated plus maze. These data suggest that there is an overall
latency to enter the open arms of the elevated plus maze that varies with age, exhibiting
increased anxiety-like behavior in the early adolescent as well as the adult age cohort.
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Figure 5: Latency to enter the open arms of the elevated plus maze.
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DISCUSSION

Adolescence is a time of major brain growth and development, which underscores
the importance of investigating emotional development of anxiety during this time
period. While little research has examined behavioral development during adolescence in
animal models, the current study aimed to determine the development of anxiety-like
behavior in rats throughout adolescence into adulthood. The results indicated that
anxiety-like behavior is partly a function of age, with early adolescent and adult animals
exhibiting higher levels of anxiety-like behavior than that of their mid- and late
adolescent counterparts. More specifically, animals in the p28-p32 age cohort, when
compared with the p36-p40 and p44-p48 age cohort, exhibited increased anxiety-like
behavior in total distance traveled in the open field apparatus, percentage of time spent on
the open arms of the elevated plus maze, as well as the percentage of entries into the open
arms of the elevated plus maze. The p28-p32 and the p80 age cohort also exhibited
increased anxiety-like behavior with latency to enter the open arms of the elevated plus
maze.
These results conflict with emotional development studies exhibiting that anxiety
levels decreased in a linear fashion from adolescence into adulthood (Lynn & Brown,
2010). One potential methodological difference is the lack of clear definition of age
cohorts outlining the time periods of early adolescence, mid-adolescence, late
adolescence, and adulthood across literature. While some researchers mark adolescence
as postnatal days (p34-p39), late adolescence (p51-p55), young adulthood (p65-p69) and
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older adulthood as (p104-p109) (Lynn & Brown, 2010), others suggest that adolescence
begins earlier during early adolescence at, P27-P30; late adolescence, p38-p41, and adult
p90-p99 (Belluzzi et al., 2004), thus, making it difficult to compare results for specific
age groups without concrete time periods of development. There has also been
conflicting literature on age-related motor decline; however, recent literature conducted
in the elevated plus maze and open field models demonstrates that anxiety present in
older rats is not the result of a decreased level of motor activity (Boguszewski &
Zagrodzka, 2002). In addition to the methodological limitations that age may have played
on this study, sex differences in anxiety between male and female rats were also not
explored.
However, these results correspond with emotional development studies, which
suggest that adolescent rodents show increased levels of exploration and novelty-seeking
and, therefore, exhibit lower levels of anxiety-like behavior than adults (Spear, 2007).
The results from the current study also correspond with addiction models of conditioned
place preference, showing that adolescence is a critical period of nicotine initiation and
continued use, more specifically; there are significant differences in nicotine sensitivity
between early and late phases of adolescence (Belluzzi et al., 2004). The correspondence
of these data suggests that emotional development changes may play a role in the
differentiation between age cohorts responsiveness to drugs (Belluzzi et al., 2004).
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The neurobiological mechanisms underlying age differences in anxiety are
unclear. Adolescence, in particular, is a time of major brain growth and development
including meoscorticolimbic dopmaine systems. The mesocorticolimbic (DA) system,
which is involved in the regulation of emotions and stress can influence cross
sensitization with drugs of abuse (Pani, Porcella, & Gessa, 2000). Expression of striatal
dopamine receptors, the DA transporter and presynaptic dopaminergic markers are also at
peak levels during adolescence (Brielmaier, McDonald, & Smith, 2007). Further research
has exhibited that GABABR1 antibody expression reaches adult levels during
adolescence in rats (Lopez- Bendito, Shigemoto, Kulik, Paulsen, Fairen, & Lujan, 2002).
GABA is one of several neurotransmitters that appear to be involved in the pathogenesis
of anxiety and mood disorders. These responses of brain development may reflect on age
specific differences in anxiety during adolescence. Further information is needed about
the development and cycle of anxiety throughout adolescence and into adulthood to
further understand the effects on drug addiction, withdrawal, and relapse.
.
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CONCLUSION

It is important to understand the development of anxiety in order to understand
how emotional dynamics can provide insight into the development of addiction. The
results of this study may have important implications for future addiction studies due to
the fact that the development of neurobiological systems and emotions continues
throughout adolescence and into adulthood. This can affect risk-taking behaviors and
decision-making during this time period, which can lead to drug experimentation.
Therefore, this model can provide significant preliminary information about the
susceptibility of the development of anxiety by showing that developmental changes in
the brain contribute to age-specific anxiety behaviors. These age-related developmental
changes, sex differences between male and female rats and neurobiological
developmental changes should be examined in conjunction in future drug model studies
to understand how these changes may make adolescents susceptible to the use and abuse
of alcohol and other drugs .
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